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1. Introduction

No issue has had a greater impact on phonological representations than the study of tone. Although receiving only passing attention in both pre- and early generative phonology, tone quickly moved out of its marginal status to occupy center stage leading to the development of non-linear phonology. While both level and contour tones had been traditionally transcribed with either accents or numerals, as in (1) and (2),

(1) Awa Falam Obokuitai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Awa</th>
<th>Falam</th>
<th>Obokuitai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H(igh)</td>
<td>ná ‘breast’</td>
<td>páa ‘mushroom’</td>
<td>kuik¹ ‘rock’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L(ow)</td>
<td>nà ‘house’</td>
<td>kèe ‘leg’</td>
<td>kuik² ‘insect’ (sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL (falling)</td>
<td>nà ‘taro’</td>
<td>sàa ‘animal’</td>
<td>kuik¹² ‘lizard’ (sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH (rising)</td>
<td>pà ‘fish’</td>
<td>zúu ‘bear’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


(2) Jingpho Ayutla Mixtec

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Jingpho</th>
<th>Ayutla Mixtec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>mu⁵⁵ ‘word’</td>
<td>H-H ŋi¹nu⁵¹ ‘pineapple’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(id)</td>
<td>mu³³ ‘delicious’</td>
<td>H-L ŋi³³ni³³ ‘hat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>mu³¹ ‘to see’</td>
<td>M-L ŋi³ku³³ ‘head’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>nu⁵¹ ‘mother’</td>
<td>L-L ti³ku³³ ‘louse’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Qingxia & Diehl 2003:401) (Pankratz & Pike 1967:291)

the assumption in early generative phonology was that tones consisted of features which could be added at the bottom a segmental (e.g. vowel) feature matrix, as in (3).

(3) a. H tone /á/

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{syll} \\
-\text{cons} \\
+\text{back} \\
+\text{low} \\
+\text{HIGH} \\
\end{array}
\]

b. HL falling tone /â/

\[
\begin{array}{c}
+\text{syll} \\
-\text{cons} \\
+\text{back} \\
+\text{low} \\
+\text{FALLING} \\
\end{array}
\]

A major representational problem was how to account for the properties of contour tones. Although falling and rising tones could be expressed by combining accents (â, á) or numerals (31, 13 etc.), features such as [±FALLING] and [±RISING] fail to capture what is known as “edge effects”: a high to low falling tone acts like a H(igh) tone with respect to what precedes, but as a L(ow) tone with respect to what follows. Similarly, a low to high rising tone acts like a L tone
with respect to what precedes, but as a H tone with respect to what follows. Representations such as in (4), which were occasionally entertained, would simply be incoherent in a framework in which a segment consists of a single vertical matrix of features:

\[
\begin{align*}
(4) \quad \text{a. Falling tone } /\acute{\alpha}/ & \quad \text{b. Rising tone } /\grave{\alpha}/ \\
\begin{bmatrix}
+\text{syll} \\
-\text{cons} \\
+\text{back} \\
+\text{low} \\
[+\text{HIGH}] [+\text{LOW}]
\end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix}
+\text{syll} \\
-\text{cons} \\
+\text{back} \\
+\text{low} \\
[+\text{LOW}][+\text{HIGH}]
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

In order to solve this and other representational problems, Goldsmith (1976a,b) proposed a theory of “autosegmental” phonology in which segments and tones appear on separate “tiers”, as in (5).

\[
\begin{align*}
(5) \quad \text{Autosegmental representations of H, L, HL, LH} \\
\text{a. level tones} & \quad \text{b. contour tones} \\
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{a} \\
\text{a} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{L}
\end{bmatrix} & \begin{bmatrix}
\text{a} \\
\text{a} \\
\text{\text{"\text{\textbackslash}}}} \\
\text{\text{"\text{\textbackslash}}}
\end{bmatrix} \\
\text{HL} & \text{LH}
\end{align*}
\]

By so doing, Goldsmith was able to capture the traditional intuitions implicit in the accent and numeral notations and make predictions about what should vs. should not be found in tone systems. Armed with the autosegmental framework, enormous strides were made in the analysis of tone as well as in other applications of the framework, e.g. segmental harmonies (Clements 1977, 1981, Hoberman 1988), feature geometry (Clements 1985, Clements & Hume 1995), and prosodic morphology (McCarthy 1981; McCarthy & Prince 1986).

The main question to be addressed in this chapter is the extent to which the key insight of autosegmental phonology, expressed in (6), is still valid:

\[
(6) \quad \text{Tones are semi-autonomous from their tone-bearing units (TBUs)} \\
\text{a. tones are on a separate tier, but} \\
\text{b. they are linked to their TBUs by association lines}
\]

The chapter is organized as follows: In §2 we consider some of the predictions of autosegmental tonology in order to see how they have fared over the past 30+ years. In §3 I consider the issue of underspecification, while §4 addresses the issues of tone features, tonal geometry, and tone-bearing units. §5 considers potential limitations of autosegmental representations, while §6 concludes the chapter with a brief consideration of tone in constraint-based phonology. We will see that there is much reason to hold on to the autosegmental insight even as phonological frameworks have evolved.

2. Autosegmental tonology
One can distinguish two consequences of autosegmental phonology, as applied to tone: Those which follow directly from the architecture vs. those which involve additional principles or conventions. We take up the first of these here and postpone discussion of the second until §5.

There are at least three direct consequences of the two-tier autosegmental architecture proposed by Goldsmith, as in (7).

(7) a. non-isomorphism between the tiers
    b. zero representation on one vs. the other tier
    c. stability effects

2.1. Non-isomorphism

Using \texttt{TBU} to represent the tone-bearing unit to which tones link (see §4), the first of these is schematized in (8).

\begin{align*}
\text{(8) a. } & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} \\
& & \quad \text{H} & & \quad \text{L} \\
\text{b. } & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} \\
& & \quad \text{H} & & \quad \text{H} & & \quad \text{L} & & \quad \text{L}
\end{align*}

We have already seen that more than one tone can link to a single \texttt{TBU}, resulting in falling and rising contour tones as in (8a). Complex contours are also attested, as exemplified in (9).

\begin{align*}
\text{(9) a. falling-rising: } & \quad \text{Iau } \text{be}^{243} \text{ ‘tree fern’ } \text{ba}^{243} \text{ ‘sticking to’} \quad \text{(Bateman 1990)} \\
& \quad \text{b. rising-falling: } \text{Nzadi } \text{mw\text{"a}:n} \text{ ‘child’ } \text{dz\text{"i}} \text{ ‘eye’} \quad \text{(personal notes)}
\end{align*}

In addition, Lomongo is said to have LHLH on one syllable derived from elision (Hulstaert 1961:164): /èmí là wè bāsàŋi/ $\rightarrow$ èm’â w’āːsàŋi ‘it’s you and I who are related’.

The second type of non-isomorphism in (8b) shows that the same tone can link to more than one \texttt{TBU}. What this means is that there is a potential contrast between the representations in (10a) vs. those in (10b).

\begin{align*}
\text{(10) a. } & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} \\
& & \quad \text{H} & & \quad \text{H} \\
\text{b. } & \quad \text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} \\
& & \quad \text{H}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{TBU} & & \quad \text{TBU} \\
& & \quad \text{L} & & \quad \text{L}
\end{align*}

The representations in (10a) were originally thought to be prohibited by the obligatory contour principle (OCP), which disallows successive identical features on the same tier. However, the contrasts in (10) are clearly needed. Typically, the one-to-one representations in (10a) occur when the tones belong to different morphemes (ultimately, words), while those in (10b) are expected when the H-H or L-L sequence occurs tautomorphemically. This makes sense if one considers that morphemes are spelled out separately, such that they may be concatenated with other morphemes carrying identical tones. Examples follow.
As reported by Paulian (1975), Kukuya noun stems are limited to five shapes (CV, CVV, CVCV, CVVCV, CVCVCV) and four tonal “melodies”: /H, L, HL, LH/. (A fifth melody, /LHL/, occurs only on polymorphemic verb stems.) When a /H/ noun stem consists of more than one TBU, the H is multiply linked, producing representations such as in (11).

(11) a. (mà-) bágá ‘show knives’  b. (lî-) bálágá ‘fence’

Now consider the two words má-bá ‘they are oil palms’ and wátá ‘bell’. The first consists of a /H/ copular tone assigned to the toneless prefix /ma-/ followed by a /H/ stem, while the latter lacks a prefix and instead has a single /H/ linked to both TBU’s of the stem. The two words are pronounced identically as H-H in medial position, as in (12a), but not in prepausal position in (12b), where there is a lowering to M(id) tone:

(12) a. Medial  b. Prepausal
    má-bá  wátá  má-bá  wátá
    H   H   H   H

|   |   \ / |   | \ /
|   H   H   H   M   M |

If we assume that the prepausal lowering rule refers only to the tonal tier, targeting the last H “autosegment”, as in (13),

(13)  H → M / ___ //

the right results are obtained: one H is lowered in má-bá, while both Hs are lowered in wátá (Hyman 1987). While the two representations in (12a) are expected to correlate with hetero- vs. tautomorphemic H tones, Odden (1982) shows that Shambala requires both representations within noun stems. A noun such as nyóká ‘snake’, pronounced H-H, has a single /H/ linked to both syllables of the stem. The question, then, is how to analyze stems such as ngó tô ‘sheep’, pronounced H-\H (H followed by downstepped H tone). Since successive heteromorphemic /H/ tones produce downsteps, i.e. /H/ + /H/ → H-\H, the logical move is to represent ngó tô with two successive /H/’s on the monomorphemic stem. (Odden analyzes Shambala with a privative /H/ tone which contrasts with /Ø/ rather than /L/.) Although a rare occurrence, the tautomorphemic version of the OCP is thereby violated.

Similar contrasts and OCP problems are found with respect to /L/ tones in Dioula d’Odienné (Braconnier 1982). In this language there is a rule of the form in (14).

(14)  L → H / {\|, L} ___ H

As seen in (15), the rule is not iterative, as only one L autosegment can be raised:

(15) a. /i mà dē tā/  →  i mà dē tā  ‘you didn’t take any child’  (*i mà dē tā)
    b. /i mà túrú tā/  →  i mà túrú tā  ‘you didn’t take any oil’  (*i mà túrú tā)
However, the following examples show that all monomorphemic L tone nouns have different properties before H:

(16) a. before pause  
    sèbè  sèbè  ‘paper’
    tūrū  tūrū  ‘oil’
    kārākā  kārākā  ‘bed’
    sūmārā  sūmārā  ‘soumbala’ (a spice)

b. before H

One solution is to give the above nouns the representations in (17a), where the OCP is violated similarly to Odden’s tautomorphemic Hs in Shambala.

(17) a. sebe  turu  karaka  sumara
      L   L   L   L   L   L

b. sebe  turu  karaka  sumara
      L   L   L   L

(Another solution in (17b) might be to posit a distinction between /L/ and toneless TBU’s, which later become L by default.) While the OCP is violable in the ways just seen, it is important to note that the autosegmental representations provide a straightforward way of encoding the contrastive tonal properties of Kukuya, Kishambaa, and Dioula d’Odienné. Other frameworks would have to resort to unmotivated junctures or diacritics.

2.2. Zero representation

The second consequence which directly flows from the autosegmental architecture is the possibility that a tone can exist without a TBU, and vice-versa. When a morpheme consists solely of a tone, it is referred to as a tonal morpheme. An oft-cited example is the associative (genitive) marker in Igbo (see Williamson 1986 and references cited therein) which is most transparently observed when preceded and followed by a L-L noun. As seen in (18), the H tonal morpheme is assigned to the preceding TBU in Central Igbo and to the following TBU in Aboh dialect:

(18) Central Igbo: àgbà + ’ + èηwè → àgbáèηwè ‘jaw of monkey’
    Aboh Igbo: ègbà + ’ + èηwè → ègbáèηwè ‘jaw of monkey’

Floating tones can also be lexical. In Aghem, the nouns kífú ‘rat’ and kúwó ‘hand’ are both pronounced with H tones in isolation (Hyman 1979). However, as seen in (19), they have different effects on the following word (the kí- prefix drops when the noun is modified):

(19) a. fú  kí ‘your sg. rat’  b. fú  kín  ‘this rat’
    H   L                H   H
    wó  kí ‘your sg. hand’  wó  íkin  ‘this hand’
In (19a), the H of the stem /-fú/ spreads onto the /L/ of /kàà/ ‘your sg. (class 7)’. As seen, the floating L of /-wó’/ ‘hand’ blocks the spreading. When followed by the /H/ tone demonstrative /kín/ ‘this (class 7)’ in (19b), ‘this rat’ is realized H-H, while ‘this hand’ has a downstep conditioned by the same lexical floating L of /-wó’/ which was originally due to a historically lost syllable (cf. Proto-Bantu *-bókò ‘hand’).

Corresponding to floating tones, which lack a TBU, are TBU’s which lack tones. Such toneless morphemes may receive their tonal specification by context or by default tone assignment (see §3). An oft-cited example of the former comes from Mende (Leben 1973, 1978):

![Tone Examples](image)

As seen, the tone of the two locative postpositions is the same as the last underlying tone of the nouns to which they attach. The /HL/, /LH/ and /LHL/ “melodies” are linked one-to-one to the noun + postposition constituent.

2.3. Stability effects

The third consequence of autosegmental representations, stability, is related to the second: When a TBU is deleted, its tone may still remain, and vice-versa. An example of this comes from Tangale, which Kenstowicz & Kidda (1987:230) interpret as having an underlying /H/ vs. /Ø/ contrast. As seen in the following examples, the final vowel of a word is deleted “when it is followed by another word in a close syntactic configuration”:

![Tone Deletion Examples](image)

In (21a), we observe that the deletion process targets only the TBU: When the final /e/ of /tuúžé/ is deleted, its H tone thus floats and is relinked to the first TBU of the second noun. In (21b), on the other hand, when the final /á/ of /yáará/ is deleted, its link to the H tone is also lost. Since a floating H tone does not result from vowel-deletion, the pronoun is realized L-L by default. This is exactly what is expected from the doubly linked H enforced by the OCP in the autosegmental representation in the input in (21b). If /yáará/ had been represented with two H autosegments, the second would have floated, and could potentially have been relinked to the possessive pronoun. While one might preclude this possibility by introducing a floating-H deletion process, the autosegmental representation makes exactly the right prediction without stipulation.
3. Tonal Underspecification

Another representational issue in the study of tone concerns underspecification: the possibility that some TBU’s do not have a tone at all. The example seen above in (21a) demonstrates how a tone can shift onto another TBU which was claimed to be underlyingly toneless. Such shifts can be quite long-distance, as seen in following examples from Giryama, which contrasts /H/ vs. /Ø/ (Philippson 1998:321):

(22) a. ku-tsol-a ki-revu ‘to choose a beard’ /-tsol-/ ‘choose’
    b. ku-ôn-a ki-révu ‘to see a beard’ /-ón-/ ‘see’

In (22a) both the infinitive /ku-tsol-a/ ‘to choose’ and the object noun /ki-revu/ ‘beard’ are underlyingly toneless (and pronounced all L by default). In (22b), on the other hand, the infinitive /ku-ôn-a/ ‘to see’ consists of an underlying H tone root, which however shifts to the penultimate syllable of the following word. Such long-distance processes, which make little sense in a segmental interpretation of tone, are best described as displacing a tone, here H, across toneless TBU’s. If one instead proposed that these TBU’s have L tones which are permeable, one would have to establish a system of, say, markedness conventions to predict when tones can cross each other. The representation of L as /Ø/, on the other hand, allows for such long-distance processes without requiring further complications.

Just as in the case of single vs. multiply linked tones, underspecification potentially allows for more distinctions than fully specified representations. Limiting ourselves first to languages which have only two tone heights, (23) summarizes the possible analyses:

(23) a. /H/ vs. /L/
    b. /H/ vs. /Ø/
    c. /L/ vs. /Ø/
    d. /H/ vs. /L/ vs. /Ø/

As seen, the tonal contrast may be binary with /H/ contrasting with /L/, privative, with either /H/ or /L/ contrasting with /Ø/, or both, in the case of where a ternary system of /H, L, Ø/ is required. Thus, the central question concerning any such system is to determine which of the above representations best accounts for the properties of the surface [H] vs. [L] contrast.

A /H, L/ system is most appropriate, if not required, when both features are phonologically active. This is seen in Kuki-Thaadow, which has both H- and L-tone spreading (Hyman, in press):

(24) a. /kà + zòọŋ + liẹn + thùm/ [kà zòọŋ liẹn thùm] ‘my three big monkeys’
    b. /kà + kèel + góọŋ + ġùup/ [kà kèel góọŋ ġùup] ‘my six thin goats’
Not only do both /H/ and /L/ spread onto a following /L/ and /H/ syllable, respectively, but the result in final position is a rising (LH) or falling (HL) contour tone. Both spreading and contour tones would be difficult to represent if one of the tones were underspecified. The same would be true of a language which has both floating H and L.

While /H, L/ systems are those in which the phonology refers to both tone values, in a privative tone system only one of the two tones is phonologically active. Many Bantu languages have a /H, Ø/ system, as was seen in the Giryama examples in (22). A few have a /L, Ø/ system, such as Ruund, for which Nash (1992-4) gives the following arguments:

(25) a. H’s are by far more numerous than L’s, hence “unmarked”
   b. floating L exists, while floating H does not
   c. morphological rules assign L tones, not H’s
   d. phonological rules manipulate L tones, not H’s

Athabaskan languages are also known for having H- vs. L-marked tone systems (see the various studies in Hargus & Rice 2005). The closely related South American languages, Bora (Weber & Thiesen 2000) and Miraña (Seifart 2005) have been reported to have /L, Ø/ systems based on properties similar to (25), but with the additional OCP argument that two phonological /L/ tones cannot occur in sequence.

A similar argument is made for Munduruku (Picanço 2005), but with the need to distinguish two kinds of L tone: a /L/ which both triggers and undergoes a change to H after L vs. a /Ø/ tone which does not trigger, but undergoes the change to H. Other /H, L, Ø/ systems in which toneless /Ø/ receives its tone from context or by default include Margi (Pulleyblank 1986) and Kinande (Mutaka 1994). A variation on this is Luganda, which Hyman, Katamba & Walusimbi (1987) analyze with underlying /H, Ø/ and surface [H, L], but with a three-way H vs. L vs. Ø contrast at an intermediate level of representation. While Luganda introduces the L at the word level (where the dissimilatory process known as Meeussen’s Rule converts /H-H/ to H-L), other /H, Ø/ systems introduce L tones at the phonological or intonational phrase levels. Still others may introduce L targets in the phonetic interpretation or perhaps not at all (Myers 1998). In Tangale, an utterance-final L TBU is pronounced extra low, but not a L which results from the lowering of /tuuzé/ ‘horse’ before pause. While Kenstowicz & Kidda (1987) account for this by a rule delinking a singleton H before pause, an analysis more in line with what happens in other tone systems, e.g. in Grassfields Bantu (Hyman & Tadadjeu 1976), would involve L tone spreading into a prepausal H, as in (26a).

(26) a. tuužé* ‘horse’   b. łańóró
    \[
    \begin{array}{c|c|c}
    \text{L} & \text{H} & \text{H} \\
    \end{array}
    \]

As in Grassfields Bantu, the symbol L* means that a L tone doesn’t fall (or lower) before pause (//). (Since Kenstowicz and Kidda propose an underlying /H, Ø/ system, default Ls would first have to be introduced to trigger the delinking of the prepausal H.) As seen in (26b), the L spreading rule only targets a immediately following H TBU which occurs directly before pause.

Corresponding to the four different analyses of two-height tone systems in (23) are those characterizing systems with three tone heights in (27).
(27) a. /H/ vs. /M/ vs. /L/
    b. /H/ vs. /Ø/ vs. /L/
    c. /H/ vs. /M/ vs. /Ø/
    d. /Ø/ vs. /M/ vs. /L/
    e. /H/ vs. /M/ vs. /L/ vs. /Ø/

As in the case of /H, L/, where three tone heights are phonologically active, the system will most likely require underlying /H, M, L/. Examples are Mònò (Kamanda-Kola 2003, Olson 2005), where all three heights occur as floating tones and combine to form all six tonal contours (HM, HL, MH, ML, LM, LH) and Gwari (Hyman & Magaji 1970), which has H-, M- and L- tone spreading.

It is generally assumed that M is the unmarked tone of a three-height tone system (Maddieson 1978, Pulleyblank 1986). Both Akinlabi (1985) and Pulleyblank (1986) propose that Yoruba has the system in (27b), where M tone is not only unmarked, but underspecified. Among the arguments is the fact that Yoruba allows only HL and LH contours, but none involving M tone (*MH, *LM, *HM, *ML). If M = /Ø/, it follows that Ø cannot form a contour with either H or L. Another argument derives from alternations in which H or L overrides M tone. While all of these properties naturally follow from the underspecification of M, the latter can be set up as /M/ as long as other mechanisms are put in place to capture the recessiveness of M tones. Pulleyblank (2004), for instance, proposes an account within optimality theory in which, essentially, M tones need not be preserved in outputs to the same degree as H or L. An argument for a /H, Ø, L/ system comes from Peñoles Mixtec (Daly & Hyman 2007), which has an OCP constraint disallowing successive Ls or Ls which are separated by any number of /Ø/ TBU’s. The result is the L tone deletion rule in (28a).

(28) a. L → Ø / L
    b. i̱N dìi-ni-kwe-ši kada-kwe-ši i̱N i̱N čju̱N → i̱N dìi-ni-kwe-ši kada-kwe-ši i̱N i̱N čju̱N
       one alone-only-pl-she POT.do-pl-she one one work L Ø
      ‘only one of them will do each of the jobs’

As seen, this rule is responsible for the loss of the second L in (28b), which is separated from the first L by 12 toneless TBU’s! That the two L tones can “see” each other over long distances is strong evidence for the underspecification account.

Returning to the systems in (27), (27c,d) seem to be rare or non-occurring. Paster (2003) proposes /H, M, Ø/ for Leggbò with /Ø/ alternating between H and L in the verb morphology (cf. §4). If correct, the relatively few short-vowel LH, HL and LM contours would have to be exceptionally marked: èggù ‘catfish (sp.)’, géppyûn ‘afternoon’, lèssôl ‘last year’. While I am unaware of any three-height tone system being analyzed as /Ø, M, L/, the system in (27e) seems at first appropriate for Yatzachi Zapotec (Pike 1948). Although this language has only the three surface tones H, M, L (and HM and MH contours on monosyllabic words), there are two kinds of L tones, those which alternate with M vs. those which do not. Pike identifies these, respectively as class A vs. class B. For example, a class B L will become M when followed by a M or H within or across words, while a class A L tone will not be affected. This is seen in the minimal pair in (29).

(29) a. Lₐ : [bia] ‘cactus’ bia gôlî ‘old cactus’
b. Lb : [bia] ‘animal’ bia gölì ‘old animal’

A natural interpretation would be to recognize L as /L/ and Lb as /Ø/. Where the /Ø/ tone is not realized M, i.e. when not occurring before a /M/ or /H/, it will be realized with a default L tone, hence merging with class A /L/. However, it is hard to evaluate this proposal without considering what the featural representation is of all of the tones in the language. As will be seen in §4 one also should consider the possibility that Lb is only partially underspecified. It is likely that Yatzachi Zapotec has two kinds of L tone because it originally contrasted four tone heights. The Lb /Ø/ could therefore have been a tone level between M and L, which Pulleyblank (1986), interestingly, considers the underspecified tone of a four-height tone system.

In all of the above discussion, we have been only considering systems which have the same number of underlying and surface tone levels (perhaps with downstep). It is also possible for languages to have fewer underlying tone levels than on the surface. For example, Kom has underlying /H/ and /L/, which spread, float and form LH and HL contours. However, as discussed in §5 below, there is a rule H → M / L which results in many H TBU’s being realized M on the surface. Although Welmers (1962) analyzes Kpelle with three tone heights, the surface Ms are clearly the realization of the /LH/ melody, whether realized on one TBU or more. This raises the possibility of a /H, M/ or /L, M/ system, where the two highest or two lowest tones are underlying and the third tone derived. Smith (1968) and Stahlke (1971) posit /H, M/ for Ewe dialects with H, M and L tone, while Clements (1977) does the same for a dialect which has four tone heights: H, M, L and ↑H (raised H). While the second-to-lowest height has been hypothesized to be the unmarked, if not underspecified, tone in a four-height tone system, it is not clear what to propose for systems with five contrastive tone heights, the maximum number which has been attested (Maddieson 1978, Edmondson & Gregersen 1992). The value of underspecification seems greatest in two-height tone systems, the ultimate case being culminative tone systems such as Somali which allow at most one H tone per word. The status of underspecification becomes less clear in systems which have multiple tone levels and tonal contours. As will be seen in the next section multilevel systems do not necessarily lend themselves naturally to an analysis in terms of features.

4. Tone features, tonal geometry, and tone-bearing units

In the preceding sections we have followed the common practice of symbolizing tones in terms of H, M, L, and their combinations. It is generally assumed, however, that tones should be analyzed in terms of features and feature geometry. Take, for example, the question of tonal contours. We have already seen several pieces of evidence that these should be decomposed into level tones (or tone features), but there have been recurrent claims that at least some contour tones should be analyzed as units, i.e. they are contour tones rather than being sequences of tones which happen to be linked to the same TBU (Biber 1981, Newman 1986). Although most or all of the putative cases are reinterpretable, nowhere is the intuition “contour = unit” stronger than in the study of Chinese-type tone systems. Yip (1989) tackles this issue and proposes two different tonal geometries for true contour tones vs. tone clusters:
In (30) the tones link to a tonal node (TN) which in turn links to the TBU. As seen, a tonal contour is one where the H and L tones link to a single TN, while a cluster is one where each tone has its own TN. This, then, nicely captures the intuition that there is something different about a Chinese 51, 35 or 214 vs. a LH rising or HL falling tone found in other tone systems. Thus, in Chinese it is not uncommon for a sandhi rule to replace one tonal contour by another, possibly unrelated contour. Such is unheard of in African tone systems where the tone clusters rarely, if ever, behave as units.

Since Yip (1980) it has generally been assumed that two tone features are needed, one to make a basic tonal distinction between high and low, the other to make a further split into higher vs. lower registers of high and low. Adopting UPPER and RAISED for these functions, this produces the distinctions in (31), where \( M \) represents a lower mid tone:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
H & M & M & L \\
\text{UPPER} & + & + & - & - \\
\text{RAISED} & + & - & + & - \\
\end{array}
\]

As seen, the natural classes are \{H, M\} vs. \{M, L\}, which differ in the feature UPPER, and \{H, M\} vs. \{M, L\}, which differ in the feature RAISED. The need for a grouping of non-contiguous levels, \{4, 2\} vs. \{3, 1\} is seen from studies of tonogenesis and tonal bifurcation in East and Southeast Asia (Matisoff 1973): If \([±\text{UPPER}]\) represents the original tonal opposition, often attributable to a laryngeal distinction in syllable finals, \([±\text{RAISED}]\) can potentially modify the original contrast and provide the four-way opposition in (31).

Yip (1980), Pulleyblank (1986) and others have implemented this or slightly revised interpretations of the two binary contrasts, including the assignment of the second feature to a register node in an elaboration of the tonal geometry in (30). One issue which immediately arises is how to represent the fifth tone level attested, for example, in Kam (Shidong) (Edmondson & Gregerson 1992):

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\tilde{a}^{11} & \tilde{a}^{22} & \tilde{a}^{33} & \tilde{a}^{44} & \tilde{a}^{55} \\
\text{‘thorn’} & \text{‘eggplant’} & \text{‘father’} & \text{‘step over’} & \text{‘cut down’} \\
\end{array}
\]

(Note in passing that with this many contrasts numbers seem to be more useful than letters to represent the tone levels.) Concerning the distinctions that UPPER and RAISED do make, how would one express \{M, M\} as a natural class? Although they are contiguous on the pitch scale, they do not share a feature. Work on this topic has been nonconclusive. Rules such as \( M \rightarrow M / L \) — which cannot be attributed to phonetic implementation typically target a sequence of Ms and are therefore equally interpretable as \( M \rightarrow M \) (Hyman 1986). While the phenomenon of tonal downstep \( (\downarrow) \) is best known for establishing H vs. \( \downarrow H \) contrasts in underlying two tone-height systems, M vs. \( \downarrow M \) and L vs. \( \downarrow L \) contrasts are also attested. The outstanding question here
is how to represent downstepped tones. One possibility in (33a) is that the downstep in a H↓H sequence is represented only structurally, e.g. as a floating L tone wedged between H tones, as Clements & Ford (1979) originally proposed for Kikuyu:

(33) a. TBU TBU b. TBU TBU
       ↑ ↑
       H L H H H

However, it was mentioned with respect to Shambala in §2.1 that the downstep might instead be left to the phonetic interpretation of two contiguous H TBU’s, as in (32b). A floating tone trigger of downstep appears to more versatile: H↓M requires a floating L, while L↓L requires a floating H. On the other hand, no cases are known where successive M or L autosegments cause contrastive downstep as Hs are said to do in (33b).

The question still remains whether M and M ever function as a natural class. The feature specifications in (31) predict they shouldn’t. Actually, they predict that in a three-height tone system, M tone might have either of two specifications: [+UPPER, -RAISED] or [-UPPER, +RAISED]. In fact, in a three-level tone system, there could be two phonetically equivalent M tones which realize both of these feature combinations. In a number of three-height systems where there is an lexical contrast of /H/, /M/ and /L/ on nouns, verbs instead fall into two tone classes whose realizations vary according to inflectional features and clause type. In (34) I distinguish two such systems:

(34) Type I Type II
e.g. Gokana, Day Fe’fe’, Leggbó
a. Higher tone class H M M H
b. Lower tone class M L M L

In Type I languages the contrasting tones have a higher and lower variant in the two environments: H ~ M vs. M ~ L. The problem here is double. First, one has to decide what the underlying (input) tones are: /H, M/, /M, L/ or maybe even /H, L/? It all depends on whether one views the alternations as raising or lowering (or both). The second problem is determining the feature representations. One possibility would be to start with one tone as [+UPPER] and the other as [-UPPER]. The assigned grammatical feature would then be [+RAISED] in (33a) and [-RAISED] in (33b). In this analysis M would be [+UPPER, -RAISED] in (34a) vs. [-UPPER, +RAISED] in (34b). In the Type II languages, one verb tone is /M/, which doesn’t change, while the other tone varies between H and L. Since H and L do not share either feature value of UPPER and RAISED (and certainly not to the exclusion of M), we can either introduce another feature they could share such as [+EXTREME] (Maddieson 1971) or seek another solution. Paster (2003) posited /M/ vs. /Ø/ for Leggbó, with the morphology assigning a H or L prefix which takes the place of the /Ø/ but cannot override /M/. A third possibility is simply to represent the contrast as /H/ vs. /M/ with H → L being a morphologically conditioned rule.

Besides capturing the natural classes between tones, another reason to consider the featural content of tones is the effect it may have on claims of underspecification. While we considered the arguments for completely underspecifying a tone in §3, it is possible that a tone is specified for one feature, but unspecified for another. Recall the discussion of Yatzachi Zapotec and the alternation between (class B) L and M. It was suggested that alternating Ls are underlingly /Ø/,
while non-alternating (class A) Ls are /L/. There is a second difference between the two L tones, which Pike (1948:92-3) describes as follows (3 = L, 2 = M, 1 = H):

“If the first member of the compound is tone /3/, class A, the second member, tone /1/ is perturbed to tone /2/... If the first member of the compound is tone /3/ (class B) it is perturbed to tone 2 and the second syllable, tone /1/ is also perturbed tone /2/.”

In other words, /L + H/ → L-M and /Ø + H/ → M-M. While the H of the second member of a compound might be expected to lower to M after /L/, why does it lower also after /Ø/? (The raising of the /Ø/ TBU follows from the rule exemplified in (29b).) Two alternatives present themselves. First, we could fully specify all tones distinctively as in (35a).

(35) a. H M Lb La
    UPPER + + - -
    RAISED + - + -

As seen, alternating Lb would have the same feature [-UPPER, +RAISED] specifications as M (lower-mid) in (31). If unmodified, it would be phonetically non-distinct from the [+UPPER, -RAISED] specifications of /M/. Rather than undergoing raising, as in Pike’s (1948) account, Lb would lower to [-RAISED] when not followed by a H or M. If we assume that there is a boundary L% at the end of a phrase, this lowering can be expressed as an assimilation to a following [-UPPER, -RAISED]:

(36) [-UPPER] → [-RAISED] / ∅ [-UPPER, -RAISED]

Both features are needed in the environment to guarantee that the rule is triggered only by a true /L/. In this analysis the rule lowering /H/ to M in compounds would presumably be expressed as an assimilation of [+UPPER] to the preceding [-UPPER], as in (37).

(37) [+UPPER, +RAISED] → [-UPPER] / [-UPPER] ∅ ∅

Both of the specifications [+UPPER] and [+RAISED] have to be included in the input so that /M/ does not become L in the same environment.

The above analysis assumes full specification and rules which involve feature changing. A second strategy might be to underspecify the feature value of RAISED of L_b, as in (35b), in which case (36) would not be replaced by the feature filling processes in (38).

(38) a. [o RAISED] → [+RAISED] / ∅ [+UPPER]
    b. [o RAISED] → [-RAISED]

As indicated, L_b would become [+RAISED] before [+UPPER], otherwise [-RAISED]. Rule (37) would remain the same. While (38a) can be expressed as a feature-filling rule, what is lost is the possibility of expressing the raising of L_b as an assimilatory process involving one feature: Whereas (36) may be conceptualized as the spreading of [-RAISED], this is not be possible in (38a), where two different features are involved. It is not clear that anything is gained by underspecifying RAISED as in (35b).
Both (35a) and (35b) assume that there are two featurally distinct M tones specified with the opposite features \([\alpha \text{ UPPER}, -\alpha \text{ RAISED}]\). We might instead require a single representation of all output Ms, with \(L_b\) being underspecified as in (39).

\[
(39) \quad \begin{array}{cccc}
\text{H} & \text{M} & L_b & L_a \\
\text{UPPER} & + & - & - \\
\text{RAISED} & + & + & - \\
\end{array}
\]

As seen, \(L_b\) is non-distinct from both /M/ and /L/ since it shares \([-\text{RAISED}]\) with both, but has no specification of \text{RAISED}, whose values are filled as in (40).

\[
(40) \quad [\text{o RAISED}] \rightarrow [\alpha \text{ RAISED}] / _\quad [\alpha \text{ RAISED}]
\]

By (40), \(L_b\) acquires the same \([+\text{RAISED}]\) value as /M/ before a H or M. Otherwise, it receives the same \([-\text{RAISED}]\) value as /L/ before L or L% (pause). However, this analysis runs into the serious problem of how to formalize the lowering of a /H/ to M after both Ls in compounds. Although both \(L_a\) and \(L_b\) are \([-\text{UPPER}]\), so is /M/ in this analysis. For more discussion of these options, see Hyman (2009).

In the preceding discussion it has been assumed without discussion that tone heights should be characterized by features which are binary rather than multivalued (Stahlke 1977) or binary and hierarchized (Clements 1983). Anderson (1978) provides a comprehensive appraisal of the different feature proposals up to that date. Although the assimilations in (36) and (37) are represented as feature copying, an explicit autosegmental account would formalize these rules as feature spreading. For this to work, the two features must occur on independent tiers. This then raises the question of where these tiers link up, e.g. to a laryngeal node or directly to the TBU? There have been numerous proposals in the literature (see the surveys and discussion in Bao 1999, Snider 1999, Yip 1995, 2002, Lee 2008). The advantage of the first proposal is that tones frequently interact with other laryngeal properties. Halle & Steven’s (1971) system in (41), an early attempt to capture the relation between tone and obstruent voicing, fails, however, to characterize more than three tone heights:

\[
(41) \quad \begin{array}{cccc|cccc}
\text{tones} & \text{voiceless obstruents} & \text{sonorants} & \text{voiced obstruents} \\
\text{H} & \text{M} & \text{L} & p & t & k & f & s & m, n, l, w, y & b & d & g & v & z \\
\end{array}
\]

Clearly one wants to account for the relation between tone and (non-modal) phonations, or the interference of obstruent voicing with tonal assimilations, but not at the expense of losing the generalization that tones are distributed by TBU’s. While tones have an autosegmental independence, they ultimately must be realized on something, e.g. a vowel or syllabic consonant. A language may consistently assign tones by mora, such that a CVV syllable receives two tones, or it may assign tones by syllable. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between the two. The complexities and corresponding representational possibilities are many.

5. Possible limits of autosegmental representation
Two general conclusions can be drawn from the preceding sections. First, there is still much merit in the autosegmental insights on tone. Second, there is much more work to do. In this section we first address real or apparent problems for autosegmental tonology. The arguments for autosegmental tonology were enumerated in §2. Some of the evidence concerned the non-isomorphism between the tones and their TBU’s: more than one tone can link to a TBU, in which case we get a tonal contour or cluster; conversely, one tone can link to more than one TBU. Contrasting representations such as in (12a) and (17a) were said to be needed. The question here is whether they ever get in the way: Are there cases where it is disadvantageous to represent a tautomorphemic H-H or L-L as a single tone linked to two TBU’s?

An awkward such case would seem to arise in Kom, which has an underlying contrast between /H/ and /L/, but a surface contrast between H, M and L. All M tones are derived by a rule which lowers a H TBU to M when preceded by a L or initial phrase boundary (which can be represented by a %L boundary tone). This produces outputs such as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(42) a. } & /\text{fë-ghâm}/ \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{fë-ghâm} \quad \text{‘mat’} \quad \text{(M-HL)} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{L} \\
\text{b. } & /\text{fë-nywín}/ \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{fë-nywín} \quad \text{‘bird’} \quad \text{(M-HM)} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{LH} \\
\text{c. } & /\text{fë-búʔ}/ \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{fë-búʔ} \quad \text{‘gorilla’} \quad \text{(M-H)} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{HL} \\
\text{d. } & /\text{fë-tâm}/ \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{fë-tám} \quad \text{‘fruit’} \quad \text{(M-H)} \\
& \quad \text{H} \quad \text{H}
\end{align*}
\]

As in these examples, most nouns in Kom have a /H/ tone prefix followed by a monosyllabic stem which can have any of the four tone patterns exemplified in (42). As schematized in (43), the H of the prefix spreads onto a following L or LH stem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(43) a. } & \text{fë-ghâm} \quad \quad \text{b. } \text{fë-nywín} \\
& \quad \%L \quad \text{H} \quad \text{L} \quad \%L \quad \text{H} \quad \text{L} \quad \text{H}
\end{align*}
\]

As seen in the transcriptions, the output is M-HL in (43a) and M-HM in (43b). The M tones in question are conditioned by the rule that lowers a H to M after a (linked, floating or boundary) L. In both forms the prefix is thus lowered M; in addition, in (43b), the (delinked) stem L lowers the following H to produce the HM contour. Since the prefix lowers to M without affecting the stem, the lowering rule cannot be written as a single-tier rule, as in (44), or we would get the wrong outputs *M-ML and *M-M:

\[
\text{(44) } H \rightarrow M \quad / \quad L \quad \text{(cf. the Kukuya rule in (13))}
\]

It is clear that the doubly linked H representation is not useful, but it also is not fatal for an autosegmental full tone-spreading account. At least three responses come to mind. First, assuming that the TBU is the mora and that stems are bimoraic, the M can be derived by delinking a H from the first TBU (mora) that immediately follows a L. Second, one can complicate the tonal
geometry to include a tonal root node, as in (45), to which the preceding L can link as a register feature (perhaps [-RAISED]):

(45)  

Third, assuming that floating tones persist into the output, one might argue that the M outputs are derived by phonetic implementation, where the M may be interpolated as part of the aligning of output tones with their segmental supports. (A fourth, non-assimilatory account could be to disassociate a H link that immediately follows a L.)

In other cases the autosegmental representations may have to be seriously “fixed up”. In the Mijikenda languages Chikauma and Chirihe, the H tone of a prefix is displaced to the penult (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992:29).

(46)  

All of the morphemes in (46a) are underlyingly toneless, including the first person singular subject prefix /ni-/. In (46b), the class 1 (human singular) subject prefix /ú-/ has an underlying tone which, however, is realized on the penult. Cassimjee & Kisseberth argue that this should be accounted for by spreading and delinking of all but the last link of the H, as shown. Evidence for this analysis comes from the interaction of depressor consonants (voiced obstruents) with H tone spreading. Thus consider the forms in (47), where the verb stem /-galuk-/ ‘change’ begins with a depressor consonant:

(47)  

All of the morphemes in (46a) are underlyingly toneless, including the first person singular subject prefix /ni-/. In (46b), the class 1 (human singular) subject prefix /ú-/ has an underlying tone which, however, is realized on the penult. Cassimjee & Kisseberth argue that this should be accounted for by spreading and delinking of all but the last link of the H, as shown. Evidence for this analysis comes from the interaction of depressor consonants (voiced obstruents) with H tone spreading. Thus consider the forms in (47), where the verb stem /-galuk-/ ‘change’ begins with a depressor consonant:

(47)  

Again the input morphemes are all toneless in (47a). In (47b) we see that the one underlying H is realized both on the penult, where expected, but also on the marker -á-. In the final set of data, we see the toneless form in (48a) contrasting with three H tones in (48b).

(48)  

Cassimjee & Kisseberth’s analysis is schematized in (49), where the only underlying H tone is on the subject prefix /ú-/:
As indicated in (49a) the H of /ú-/ spreads to the penult. In (49b) a L tone feature is assigned to each depressor consonant, in this case to the /z/ of the object prefix /zi-/ and to the stem-internal /g/ of /-fugul-/ ‘untie’. In (49c) these Ls are folded in with the multiply linked H tone. In a process which Cassimjee & Kisseberth term “fission”, these Ls divide up the one H into separate H tone domains. After this, delinking occurs in (48d), where the downstepped ↓H is conditioned by the depressor L which is wedged between two H TBU’s in the Kom case, something needs to be added to fix the multiply linked structures derived from tone spreading. Despite the complications presented by Kom and Chikauma/Chirihe, there is no reason to abandon the autosegmental insights—rather we can extend and build on them as languages require.

On the other hand, there were some proposals of early autosegmental tonology which did not pan out. Most of these, listed in (50), concerned conventions that turned out to be too strong:

(50) a. Every TBU must have a tone, hence automatic spreading  
   b. Every tone must have a TBU, hence automatic contouring  
   c. Left-to-right mapping of tonal melodies

These conventions were felt to be needed to account for the dotted associations in (51).

(51) a. TBU TBU  
   b. TBU  
   c. TBU TBU TBU

In (51a) a toneless TBU follows a H tone TBU. Just as we saw in the case of the toneless locative postpositions in Mende in (20), it was proposed that the last tone on the left would automatically spread to any toneless TBU’s to its right. Pulleyblank (1986) argued, however, against “automatic spreading” by showing that another option was for the toneless TBU(s) to receive a default tone, e.g. L. In (51b), the opposite is the case: There are more tones than TBU’s. Early autosegmental tonology assumed that the left over tones would automatically link to the last TBU, as shown. However, numerous studies argued that certain tones should be left floating, e.g. a floating L to condition downstep, while Hyman & Ngunga (1994) presented data from Ciyao to argue that even a floating H does not undergo “automatic contouring”. Finally, in (51c), we see the “automatic” left-to-right mapping of a LH melody to three TBU’s. The proposal in early autosegmental tonology was that free tones link one-to-one from left to right. As seen, this produces a L-H-H sequence. However, an alternative of “edge-in” association was proposed by Yip (1988), by which the first tone would map to the first TBU and the last tone to the last TBU, and then intervening available TBU’s would receive their tones from the left, thereby producing a L-L-H sequence. Edge-in association works perfectly for Kukuya (Paulian 1975, Hyman 1987), where /LH/ maps as L-L-H and /HL/ as H-L-L on trimoraic stems. On the other hand, Zoll (2003) argued that apparent directional effects may result from whether a language prefers multiple Hs or multiple Ls. Kukuya definitely prefers L sequences, violating Zoll’s LAPSE
constraint vs. multiple Hs, which would violate her CLASH constraint. As a dramatic confirmation of Zoll’s tone-specific approach, consider the realization of tonal schemas in Fore in (52), where \((^H, ^L)\) = floating tones:

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{schema} & 1\sigma & 2\sigma & 3\sigma & 4\sigma \\
\hline
/L/ & L & L-L & L-L & L-L-L-L \\
/LH/ & L^H & L-H & L-L & L-L-L & L-L-L-L \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

As seen, there are no sequences of H tones if a L is present in the input. Scott (1990) summarizes the system as follows:

“"The simplest system which may be hypothesized for Fore is one in which only changes between high and low tone are recognised as being contrastive" (p.141)
“"There are no contrastive contours." (p.147)
“...tones appear to spread by increasing the domain of the L tones in preference to the spreading of H tones.... From this it appears that H tones are to be considered as peaks of prominence or pitch targets...." (p.147)

In other words, the underlying /H/ and /L/ are constrained as follows in Fore: First, sequences of L are to be preferred to sequences of H, and second, there is no default L tone: If a word has a /H/ melody, the H will link to all of the TBU’s. In the next and final section we consider the question of whether non-derivilational approaches to phonology need change our view of tonal representations.

6. Constraint-based tonology

The above characterization of Fore is of course a way of describing the tonal distributions from a constraint-based perspective. Within optimality theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy 2002), the constraints might be ranked as follows:

(53) \text{MAX(Tone)} >> \text{DEP(Tone)} >> ^H >> ^L

\text{MAX(Tone)} says that any input tone has a corresponding tone in the output, while \text{DEP(Tone)} says that any output tone has a corresponding tone in the input. In other words, tones are neither deleted nor inserted. The constraint ranking \(^H >> ^L\) is designed to account for the limited number of H tones in (52): Each TBU linked to a H tone is counted as a violation.

The ranked constraints in (53) are but one way one might try to conceptualize the Fore tonal distributions in such a framework. This therefore raises the question of what optimality theory (OT) has to offer tone and vice-versa. High among the contributions of tone to our
understanding of phonological systems is the family of OCP constraints which find a natural home in OT (Myers 1997). Building on his own and others’ previous work, Myers shows that the OCP functions as a conspiracy in a number of languages. In Cibemba, which contrasts /H/ and /Ø/, there is a process of bounded HTS spreading illustrated in (54).

(54) a. tu-la-kak-a ‘we tie up’  
tu-la-mu-kak-a ‘we tie him up’

b. bá-lá-kak-a ‘they tie up’  
bá-lá-mu-kak-a ‘they tie him up’

c. tu-la-bá-kák-a ‘we tie them up’  
bá-la-bá-kák-a ‘they tie them up’

tu-la-súm-á ‘we bite’  
tu-la-mu-súm-á ‘we bite him’
bá-la-súm-á ‘they bite’  
bá-lá-mu-súm-á ‘they bite him’
bá-la-bá-súm-á ‘we bite them’  
bá-la-bá-súm-á ‘they bite them’

In the above examples, all of the morphemes except /-súm-/ ‘bite’ and the plural class 2 prefixes /bá-/ ‘they’ and /-bá-/ ‘them’ are underlyingly toneless. As seen in the examples in the right column, the /H/ of /-súm-/ spreads onto the final infflectional vowel /-a/. In (54b) the H of the subject prefix /bá-/ spreads onto the toneless present tense marker /-la-/ except in bá-la-súm-á ‘they bite’. This is because the spreading of H would have derived two H autosegments on successive TBU’s, thereby producing an OCP violation. In (54c), the /H/ of the object prefix /-bá-/ spreads onto the toneless verb room /-kak-/ as expected. Once again the H of the subject prefix /bá-/ fails to spread because *-lá-bá- would have constituted an OCP violation. However, note in the last examples to the right in (54c) that, when concatenated, the object prefix /-bá-/ and the verb root /-súm-/ constitute an OCP violation which is allowed to surface. In other words, the OCP blocks H tone spreading when the result would be a violation, but does not condition any change on input violations. Such a situation, known as The Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy & Prince 1994), is predicted and can be elegantly modeled within OT:

(55) Max(H) >> OCP(H) >> Spread(H)

Max(H) guarantees that input Hs will be preserved in the output. OCP(H) says that there should not be Hs on successive TBU’s. The constraint Spread(H) is designed to say that every input H should spread onto the following TBU. The above ranking establishes that the OCP will be violated rather than deleting offending input Hs, while spreading will not occur if the result is an OCP violation.

As we have seen, tone systems allow for a multiplicity of interpretations and solutions producing an indeterminacy that can be referred to as “the two many analyses problem”. The problem is perhaps more pronounced in OT, where it is not clear how to interpret certain, potentially complex tonal processes. For example, in a rule-based framework bounded tone shift, where each input tone is realized on the following TBU, is straightforwardly described in terms of bounded spreading and delinking. While each of the two processes is independently motivated, it is not clear what is optimized in a system where the processes have been “telescoped” into a synchronic input/output relation of local tone shift. A number of tonal constraints have been proposed in the literature (see Akinlabi & Mutaka 2001 and Yip 2002 for extensive inventories).

While OT tonology is perhaps in an unsettled state, a lot will depend on the tonal representations that one assumes. At least one approach, optimal domains theory (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1998), groups tones together into tonal domains rather than exploiting the
autosegmental many-to-one linkings between tones and TBU’s (see also McCarthy’s 2004 notion of “headed spans”). One area which seems crucial, but has not received the attention it deserves, is floating tones. Do the floating tones in (48) violate Max(Tone) if they are allowed to survive as such in surface representations? To answer this one must first demonstrate that they are needed to survive in surface representations.

We saw in (33a) that a floating L wedged between two linked Hs is one of proposed representations of downstep. Since there would be no problem converting this structure into one where the floating L feature is assigned as a register feature on the following tone (and tonal sequence), the example is not conclusive. Let us then return to the tonal contrasts we saw on Kom nouns in (42). In (52) their input and output tones are shown as they occur between the L tone preposition /nè/ ‘with’ and the required H tone postposition /-fé/ (Hyman 2005:317):

(56) a. ne fe-gham -fe → nè fè-ghâm -fè° ‘with a mat’ [L-L-ML-L°]
   L H L H L H
b. ne fe-nywin -fe → nè fè-nywin -fè ‘with a bird’ [L-L-M-H]
   L H L H L H L H

c. ne fe-búʔ -fe → nè fè-búʔ -fè ‘with a gorilla’ [L-L-H-M]
   L H L H L H

d. ne fe-tam -fè → nè fè-tám -fè ‘with a fruit’ [L-L-H-H]
   L H L H L H

As seen, Kom has both H- and L-tone spreading. In (56a), L tone spreading causes the following H to delink (producing a level L° tone on the postposition), while H tone spreading does not cause the following L to delink. With a H TBU lowering to M after L (cf. (43)), the noun stem /-ghâm/ ‘mat’ surfaces with a ML contour tone. Similarly, the stem /-nywin/ ‘bird’ surfaces as M, each of the two linked H tones being lowered to M by a preceding L. The important examples are (49c,d). As seen, when the L of /nè/ spreads and delinks the H of the noun prefix /fé-/, the latter’s H tone floats. As a result, the floating H shields the roots /-búʔ/ ‘gorilla’ and /-tám/ ‘fruit’ from lowering to M. (The floating L of /-búʔ/ is responsible for the lowering of the position /-fé/ to M in (56c).) Since the H to M lowering process is a late one for which we have even entertained the possibility that it applies in phonetic implementation, it should be clear that the floating Hs must persist into the surface representations. The alternative, that L tone spreading does not delink a following H, but rather creates LH rising tones which are simplified in phonetic implementation is perhaps suspect, if not ad hoc. If, on the other hand, the floating tones are allowed to occur in surface representations, the solution is straightforward.

Such a conclusion would also seem to have consequences for other analyses. Particularly within OT, the question arises whether a surviving, delinked floating tone should be able to satisfy Max(Tone). Data from Kuki-Thaadow suggest maybe not. In this largely monosyllabic Tibeto-Burman language, words are underlyingly /H/, /L/ or /HL/ (Hyman, in press). As seen in (57a), however, a rising tone results from L tone spreading:

(57) a. /hûon + zóonj/ → hüon zóonj ‘garden monkey’
In (57b) we see that Kuki-Thaadow also has H tone spreading, and the H of /zóọŋ/ is delinked. This is because rising (LH) and falling (HL) tones are permitted only phrase-finally. Thus, the L of /hùọŋ/ ‘garden’ is realized on /zóọŋ/ ‘monkey’, and the H of /zóọŋ/ is realized on /gùọŋ/ ‘six’.

Now consider the forms in (58).

(58) a. /hùọŋ + zóọŋ + thúm/ → hùọŋ zóọŋ thúm ‘three garden monkeys’

b. /hùọŋ + zóọŋ + giẹt/ → hùọŋ zóọŋ giẹt ‘eight garden monkeys’

As seen, L tone spreading does not occur when the targeted H tone is followed in turn by a H or HL tone. The question is why not? To answer this we have but to consider what the output would have been if L tone spreading had applied in (58). The H of /zóọŋ/ would necessarily have had to delink, since a LH rising tone is well-formed only in phrase-final position. As a result, the underlying /H/ would, at best, have to float. The question, then, is why this would not be well-formed. It cannot be that an input link must remain as such in the output, since the H does delink in (57b). Instead, what seems to allow L tone spreading to apply in (57a,b) is that the input /H/ of /zóọŋ/ is preserved in the output: It is realized within the LH contour on its own syllable in (57a) and as part of the HL contour on the following syllable in (57b). In other words, MAX(H) is satisfied. We must suppose, therefore, that if L tone spreading applied in (58) and delinked the /H/ of /zóọŋ/, the resulting floating H would not satisfy MAX(H). By contrast, H tone spreading applies whether or not the targeted L remains linked on the surface (see Hyman, in press). We therefore can establish the ranking in (59).

(59) MAX(H) >> SPREAD(H,L) >> MAX(L)

In Kuki-Thaadow all input H tones make it to the surface—vs. closely related Hakha Lai, where the opposite ranking MAX(L) >> MAX(H) results in all input L tones being realized on the surface (Hyman & VanBik 2004). It should be noted that the non-application of L tone spreading in (58) results more straightforwardly from the ranked constraints in (59) rather than from a requirement on recoverability: Had L tone spreading applied in (58a), the output L-L-H sequence would have unambiguously pointed to underlying /L-H-H/, since /L-L-H/ would have been realized as L-L-LH. (The same is not true of (58b), since L tone spreading does not apply to a following HL tone.) If (59) is correct, OT will have made a unique contribution in providing a constraint, Max(H), which is responsible for the (non-) application of L tone spreading. By contrast, a rule-based approach would have to stipulate that that L tone spreading occurs to a L-H sequence when the H is followed either by pause or by a L tone and would not provide any motivation for why the rule does not apply when the H is followed by either H or HL. Whether
this is an indication that OT is on the right track—and can hence offer more improvements over the pre-OT conceptions of tonology remains to be seen. In fairness, it must be said that the blocking of an otherwise general L tone spreading process in (58) is unique to Kuki-Thaadow. As pointed out by Hyman (1973:157), we expect L-H-H to be a better target for L tone spreading than L-H-L. Except for Kuki-Thaadow, this is true whether the H-H sequence is from two /H/ tones or from one /H/ which is doubly linked.

Where does this leave the representation of tone? To summarize the foregoing sections, although the well-formedness and mapping conventions in (43) have been superseded in subsequent work, most of the essential representational insights of autosegmental tonology are still intact. The above discussion has only touched on a small part of the vast world of tone and of the growing constraint-based literature treating tone. Whatever the outcome of on-going OT interpretations of tone, it is likely that questions of representation will remain central.
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